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Abstract
Logistics providers have to utilize available capacities efficiently in order to cope with
increasing competition and desired quality of service. One possibility to reduce idle
capacity is to build coalitions with other players on the market. While the willingness
to enter such coalitions does exist in the logistics industry, the success of collabora-
tions strongly depends on mutual trust and behavior of participants. Hence, a proper
mechanism design, where carriers do not have incentives to deviate from jointly estab-
lished rules, is needed. We propose to use a combinatorial auction system, for which
several properties are already well researched but little is known about the auction’s
first phase, where carriers have to decide on the set of requests offered to the auction.
Profitable selection strategies, aiming at maximization of total collaboration gains, do
exist. However, the impact on individual outcomes, if one ormore players deviate from
jointly agreed selection rules is yet to be researched. We analyze whether participants
in an auction-based transport collaboration face a Prisoners’ Dilemma. While it is
possible to construct such a setting, our computational study reveals that carriers do
not profit from declining the cooperative strategy. This is an important and insightful
finding, since it further strengthens the practical applicability of auction-based trading
mechanisms in collaborative transportation.
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1 Introduction

In a world full of disruptions and scarce resources, the concept of the Sharing Econ-
omy is on the rise. Logistics providers are seen as critical infrastructure. In order to
keep freights moving, available capacities have to be used efficiently. During a global
pandemic crisis, this is crucial. However, even in normal times, the logistics industry
is known to suffer from inefficiencies. Hence, collaborative consumption of trans-
portation capacities is one of the hot topics in transportation and logistics (Speranza
2018). This is due to the growth of the e-commerce sector, which boosts competition
and brings down prices. Customers have small order sizes but expect same-day deliv-
ery with a maximum level of flexibility and customer service. The transport sector is
one of the main contributors to CO2 emissions. In the European Union, the share of
road transportation has ranged around 75% in recent years (Eurostat 2018). However,
acting in an economically and ecologically efficient manner becomes increasingly
challenging.

One possibility of sharing transportation resources is collaborative vehicle routing,
where it is assumed that carriers are willing to exchange transportation requests with
competitors (Gansterer and Hartl 2018b). Such exchanges can be done on a bilateral
basis. However, if more players are involved, it is recommended to make use of col-
laboration platforms. These platforms can be centrally or decentrally organized. If
a central fully-informed authority exists, it is considered a centralized collaboration,
while in the absence of such a decision maker, it is denoted as decentrally planned
collaboration.

In this study we analyze a special form of decentralized collaborations: auction-
based systems. The great advantage of auctions is that carriers can communicate
preferences to their competitors without having to reveal critical information. This is
extremely important, since forced data disclosure and lack of trust are known to be a
major obstacle for collaborations (Bratton et al. 2000; Cruijssen 2006; Cruijssen et al.
2007a; Lydeka and Adomavičius 2007; Pan et al. 2019). If trading items are not only
offered individually, but can also be acquired in packages, combinatorial auctions
are the appropriate auction mechanism. Typically, the value of such a package or
bundle has lower costs or higher value than the sum of the individual items. This
is denoted as sub- or superadditivity, respectively. From standard auction theory, we
know that desirable properties of exchangemechanisms are: (i) efficiency, (ii) incentive
compatibility, (iii) individual rationality, and (iv) budget balance. Efficiency in our
context indicates that each transportation request is allocated to the player that values
it highest. An incentive compatible mechanism prevents players from deviating from
the actions established by the group. Individual rationality is fulfilled if participants
do not have an incentive to leave the cooperation. Finally, budget balance refers to the
requirement that the auctioneer does not incur a deficit or loss.

The typical procedure of combinatorial auctions runs over 5 phases (Berger and
Bierwirth 2010; Gansterer et al. 2020a):

1. Request selection: Each player has to select the set of requests that should be offered
to other carriers.

2. Bundling: Either the central auctioneer or the carriers build packages for bidding.
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The Prisoners’ Dilemma in collaborative carriers’ request selection 75

3. Bidding: Carriers provide their bids for each bundle they are willing to acquire.
4. Winner determination: The requests are distributed among bidders, such that the

total profit for the coalition is maximized.
5. Profit sharing: Collaboration profits are distributed among the carriers.

In our study, we focus on the first phase, where carriers have to decide which
requests they are willing to offer. In Gansterer and Hartl (2016), several selection
strategies for pickup and delivery carriers are compared. The authors show that there
is a significant increase in total collaboration profit if all carriers apply a cooperative
selection strategy. Such a cooperative strategy assumes that carriers are interested in
offering requests that have a high probability of being valuable for other players. This
is in contrast to traditional selection strategies, where players aim at getting rid of low
value requests, not taking competitors’ preferences into account. It should be noted
that such selections have to be performed under incomplete information since we
assume that carriers are not willing to reveal critical information to their competitors.

In the remainder of our study, we will assume that carriers have the choice to
be either cooperative by applying the jointly agreed selection rule, or decline this
recommended strategy and act in a selfishmanner. It should be noted that the dominant
strategy is not obvious. In acting selfishly, carriers risk that the collaboration profit is
decreased considerably and thus their individual profits are less than in the cooperative
solution. Hence, this raises the question whether carriers face a Prisoners’ Dilemma.
This would be the case, if, whatever strategy the competitors choose, a carrier is better-
off by choosing to decline. An example of a Prisoners’ Dilemma in a 2 player game of
pickup and delivery carriers is illustrated in Fig. 1. Each carrier (A and B) has 2 pickup
and delivery requests (A1, A2, B1, B2). Let us assume that the carriers are interested
in exchanging requests in order to increase their profits. If a carrier cooperates, the
request closer to the competitor is offered (i.e., A2 and B1). However, if the carrier
declines, the other request is offered (A1 and B2). The illustration shows that whatever
carrier B decides to do, carrierA’s individual solution is better, if she decides to decline.
The same applies to carrier B. Hence, the carriers are facing a Prisoners’ Dilemma.

It should be noted that the example presented in Fig. 1 only holds under some very
specific assumptions. These include that (i) only one request per carrier is traded, (ii)
request have equal revenues, and (iii) no profit sharing mechanism is applied.

In Fig. 2 we show an example, where no Prisoners’ Dilemma occurs. Obviously,
whatever request is offered by carrier A, carrier B profits from following the cooper-
ative strategy, that is selecting request B2 for trading.

In our study, we analyze whether carriers profit from declining the cooperative
strategy. For this purpose, we perform a broad computational study, where carriers
trade requests using a combinatorial auction mechanism. They can either follow the
cooperative strategy by submitting requests that are expected to be of value for other
carriers, or decline, which implies that they submit unprofitable requests. The question
whether a Prisoners’ Dilemma occurs or not is an important issue, since it shows
whether a carrier’s profitable strategy depends on the behavior of other carriers. Hence,
we are investigating a special case of incentive compatibility, which does not refer to
the reporting true values but to submitting requests according to the jointly established
strategy.
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76 M. Gansterer, R. F. Hartl

Fig. 1 Example of a Prisoners’ Dilemma for 2 pickup and delivery carriers (A and B). The topmost figure
shows the initial situation. The remaining figures show the solutions depending on the behavior of carriers
(cooperate or decline)

Fig. 2 Example for 2 carriers, were no Prisoners’ Dilemma occurs
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The remainder of our study is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we discuss related
literature. The underlying problem and the auction mechanism are provided in Sects. 3
and 4, respectively. We present the computational study and discuss results in Sect. 5,
while Sect. 6 concludes our study.

2 Literature

Krajewska andKopfer (2006) and Cruijssen et al. (2007b) were the first to examine the
potential benefits of collaborative vehicle routing. Empirical studies were conducted
by, e.g., Cruijssen et al. (2007a), Lydeka and Adomavičius (2007), Pateman et al.
(2016). These studies investigate drivers andobstacles facing companieswhen entering
logistics partnerships.

Recent surveys are provided by Allen et al. (2017), Gansterer and Hartl (2018b),
Cleophas et al. (2019), Pan et al. (2019), and Basso et al. (2019). Gansterer and
Hartl (2020) reveal that collaborative vehicle routing is intensively discussed, but
a huge majority focuses on centralized planning approaches. Examples are Dai and
Chen 2012,who analyze online platforms providing services for collaborative decision
making or Sprenger and Mönch (2012), research a real-world scenario found in the
German food industry, for which they can show that the cooperative strategy clearly
outperforms the non-cooperative algorithms in a dynamic and stochastic logistics
system. Several studies focus on ecological rather an economic goals. Pérez-Bernabeu
et al. (2015), for instance, emphasize that cooperations can contribute to a noticeable
reduction of expected travel costs as well as of greenhouse gas emissions. Exact
solution approaches for centralized carrier collaborations are examined in Gansterer
et al. (2018a), while Gansterer et al. (2020c) show that these solutions might lead to
unevenly distributed workloads. This bears the risk to reduce acceptance in practice.
The authors propose to impose assignment constraints, in order to redistribute the
workload in a fairmanner. Rationality constraints for LTL carriers serving e-commerce
customers are discussed by Zhang et al. (2017).

Thedominanceof centralized approaches is surprising since generally decentralized
approaches are considered more realistic from a practical point of view. Gansterer and
Hartl (2020) reveal that relatively little progress has been made in this field, though.
This might come from the inherent complexity in distributed decision making. While
centralized problems typically can be broken down to a standard single- or multi-
objective optimization problem, decentralized decision making leads to challenging
mechanism design problems (Bichler 2020).

Early studies on auction-based horizontal transportation collaboration are presented
by Krajewska and Kopfer (2006), Ackermann et al. (2011), and Berger and Bierwirth
(2010). Gansterer et al. (2020a) emphasize the potential of combinatorial auctions
in this field. Dai and Chen (2011) and Li et al. (2015) assess single item per carrier
submissions and Xu et al. (2017) show effective auction mechanisms for the truckload
carrier collaboration problem with bilateral lane exchange. A combinatorial clock-
proxy exchange is proposed by Chen (2016).

Group decisions can also be approached using negotiations (Vetschera 2013).
Population-based negotiations of contract clauses and transportation request assign-
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ments are discussed in Jacob and Buer (2016). Decision processes under incomplete
preference information within members of groups are analyzed by Vetschera et al.
(2014). Multi-agent systems in decentralized full truckload carrier and shipper collab-
orations are considered by Mes et al. (2013). A review on coordination mechanisms
withmathematical programmingmodels for decentralized decisionmaking is provided
by Rius-Sorolla et al. (2020).

Incentives in transport collaborations are rarely investigated. Jacob and Buer (2018)
investigate the impact of non-truthful bidding on transport coalition profits. Incentive
compatibility and other desired properties of carrier collaboration auctions are dis-
cussed in Gansterer et al. (2018b). The authors show that incentive compatibility can
be ensured at the cost of individual rationality. However, Gansterer and Hartl (2018a)
analyze strategic behavior of carriers in auction bidding phases. Numerical results
indicate that—even if truthfulness is not explicitly enforced by the auction design—
profitable cheating strategies are not obvious. This is due to the problem’s inherent
complexity. Different selection strategies and their impact on total collaboration prof-
its are investigated by Gansterer and Hartl (2016). Cost allocation or profit sharing as
a means to create incentives for collaboration among transport companies is analyzed
by Dahlberg et al. (2019) and Gansterer et al. (2020a).

To the best of our knowledge, the question whether carriers have incentives to
deviate from jointly agreed selections rules has not been researched so far.

3 Problem description

We assume carriers to serve less than truckload paired pickup and delivery requests,
which means that each request is associated with a given origin and destination. Less
than truckload transportation is known to be particularly suitable for collaborative
transportation, since loads destined for several customers can be packed into the same
vehicle. This enables carriers to share their capacities and integrate transportation
requests of collaboration partners into their own routes.

In our study, we assume that carriers own several vehicles, which start their tours
at a depot, visit a given set of pickup and delivery nodes and return to the same depot.
Each vehicle is capable of transporting a limited load. Also, the duration of vehicle
tours is limited. This problem belongs to the class of Vehicle Routing Problems with
Precedence Constraints which is an NP-hard optimization problem. Parragh et al.
(2008) refer to this problem as the single vehicle case of the Vehicle Routing Problem
with Pickups and Deliveries (SPDP). Berbeglia et al. (2007) classify it as one-to-one
pickup and delivery problem. Initially, each carrier is in charge of serving a specific
set of requests. All carriers are willing to enter a collaboration, where requests are
offered to competitors; new requests are acquired using an auction mechanism (see
Sect. 4).

Each carrier’s objective is to maximize profit. This includes (i) the sum of revenues
gained by serving customers, and (ii) the share of jointly gathered collaboration profits.
Obviously, there is only limited influence on this share since it depends on collabo-
rative behavior under incomplete information and on the established profit sharing
mechanism (see Sect. 4).
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The Prisoners’ Dilemma in collaborative carriers’ request selection 79

The request selectionphaseof collaborative auctionmechanismshas a strong impact
for each participant. This impact has four aspects:

1. Lost revenue: Requests that are offered for trading might be lost to competitors.
Hence, it seems profitable to keep high value requests. However, this lost revenues
might be compensated by the following three dimensions.

2. Increased total collaboration profit: In Gansterer and Hartl (2016) it is shown that
the total collaboration profit is significantly increased if carriers offer valuable
requests to their collaboration partners. Thus, the share of an individual carrier
might increase if she submits valuable requests to the auction pool. On the other
hand, if only requests with low value are submitted, the auction might fail, since
no profitable exchanges can be performed.

3. Mechanismdesign:Desired properties of auctionmechanisms include amongst oth-
ers individual rationality and incentive compatibility. It is well known that desired
properties bear a trade-off in the sense that they are conflicting. Vickrey-Clarke-
Groves (VCG) auctions, for instance, are proven to be incentive compatible but
cannot be realized such that all other desired properties can be ensured (Gansterer
et al. 2018b). The impact of the first auction phase clearly depends on such design
decisions; in particular how a surplus or a loss of the collaboration is shared among
players.

4. Profit Sharing: In the literature several profit sharing mechanisms are presented.
The interested reader is pointed to an extensive survey by Guajardo and Rönnqvist
(2016). However, the prevalent mechanism in various fields of application is the
well-known Shapley Value (e.g., Kimms and Kozeletskyi 2016). Shapley Value
takes players’ individual contributions to the collaboration’s success into account.
Hence, if profits are shared based on this (or a related) scheme, the contribution,
(i.e., the selected requests), of a carrier have an impact on the post-auction share
of total collaboration profits. It should be noted that the classical Shapley Value
cannot be applied in the setting of this study. This is due to the complexity of the
underlying NP-hard routing problems. In order to apply Shapley Value, the con-
tribution of each carrier has to be determined by comparing the outcome of several
different settings, where a huge number of routing problems have to be solved (see
Sect. 4). This is computationally intractable. Therefore, related but simpler profit
sharing mechanisms, which still rely on players’ individual contributions, have
been proposed (e.g., Gansterer et al. 2020a).

In our study, we apply a Shapley Value-based mechanism proposed by Gansterer
et al. (2020a), where individual contributions to the total collaboration profits impact
the share of each carrier. Hence, the selection strategy is a crucial issue for each
participant. The profit sharing method proposed by Gansterer et al. (2020a) (i) guar-
antees group and individual rationality, (ii) is computationally tractable, (iii) allows for
incomplete information such that collaboration gains but no initial or ex-post profits
have to be revealed, (iv) takes carriers’ contributions to the success of the collaboration
into account. The required information is extracted from bids submitted by the carriers
(see Sect. 4.5).

In Gansterer et al. (2018b) it is shown that the VCG concepts can be applied to
two-sided transport markets, but only at the cost of individual rationality. The authors
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recommend to give up on incentive compatibility since in Gansterer and Hartl (2018a)
it is shown that due to the system’s complexity, cheating is not straightforward. We
follow this recommendation and do not apply the adapted VCGmechanism presented
in Gansterer et al. (2018b), but ensure individual rationality (see Sect. 4). It should be
noted that individual rationality has so far only been discussed for the bidding phase,
while the selection phase might also bear incentives to deviate from the commonly
established strategy. Hence, even if an incentive compatible bidding mechanism is
imposed, the overall mechanism might not be incentive compatible. To the best of our
knowledge,we are the first to investigate strategic behavior and incentive compatibility
of carriers apart from the bidding phase.

4 Auctionmechanism

Combinatorial auctions typically follow a 5-phase procedure (see Sect. 1): (1) request
selection, (2) bundling, (3) bidding, (4) winner determination, (5) profit sharing. In
the following we provide details on the design of each phase as they have been imple-
mented in our computational study.

4.1 Request selection

On the one hand, carriers have to decide which requests they are willing to offer to
other carriers and also which requests offered by other carriers they want to acquire.
Hence, carriers act as both buyers and sellers on two-sided markets. The decision
which requests to offer, is strongly related to the decision which requests to acquire,
since the outcomes of both of these decisions determine which requests have to be
served by which carrier (see Sect. 3). In our study, we use a selection strategy pro-
posed by Gansterer and Hartl (2016) and adapted by Gansterer et al. (2020b). This
strategy is based on the finding that total collaboration profit increases considerably, if
carriers select requests, which they assume to be of high value for their collaboration
partners. Since carriers might be reluctant to share information on existing customers,
the identification of requests that are attractive for other carriers is not straightforward.
Gansterer et al. (2020b) propose to share aggregated information by superimposing
a grid over the area covered by the requests and providing counts on the number of
request origins and destinations in a grid cell. An example is depicted in Fig. 3.

Carriers select requests based on the aggregate information on their coalition part-
ners’ distribution of requests, which they approximate from the numbers provided in
the grid. A simple scheme incorporates aggregate information about the requests of
other carriers when selecting requests to submit to the request pool. Specifically, it is
assumed that a carrier assigns a score sr to each request r , sorts her requests in order of
non-increasing scores, and selects the � f n� requests with the highest scores to submit
to the request pool, where n is the carrier’s total number of requests and 0 < f < 1.
The score sr is composed of the number of origins and destinations of requests from
other carriers located in the grid cells with the origin and destination of request r and
mr being the marginal profit of r . That is, the method seeks to submit requests with a
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The Prisoners’ Dilemma in collaborative carriers’ request selection 81

Fig. 3 Example of a grid superimposed over an area covered by three carriers (red, blue, green) to allow the
carriers to calculate and share aggregate (geographical) information about their set of requests. The right
part of the figure shows the aggregate information each carrier reveals (Gansterer et al. 2020b)

high (potential) attractiveness to other carriers and a low marginal profit to the request
pool. More details on this approach can be found in Gansterer et al. (2020b).

We declare this selection rule, in the following denoted as grid, as the cooperative
strategy. Carriers who decline to play cooperatively select request based on marginal
profits. This implies that for each request the individual profit with and without serving
this request is calculated. The set of requests with the lowest marginal profit is offered
to the auction. This non-cooperative strategy is denoted as marginal profit.

4.2 Bundling

Weassume that bundling is performed by the auctioneer based on themethod proposed
by Gansterer et al. (2020a). It builds on the assumption that no information on the
transportation requests of a carrier that have not been submitted to the request pool,
is made available. The auctioneer uses a Genetic Algorithm-based framework, where
the fitness function is a proxy of: (i) isolation, which is the distance to other bundles,
(ii) density, which is the ratio of the area covered by the requests and the number of
requests, and (iii) tour length of bundles. The Genetic Algorithm evaluates a set of
disjoint bundles B using the following formula:

min
b∈B(ib) ∗ min

b∈B (db)

max
b∈B (tb) ∗ |B| , (1)

where ib, db, and tb are the isolation, the density, and the tour length of bundle b ∈ B.
It further identifies a specified number of attractive bundles, which are then offered to
the carriers. The interested reader is referred to Gansterer et al. (2020a) for details on
this approach.
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4.3 Bidding

Bids on offered bundles are generated based on marginal profits, which are the differ-
ences between the profit realized when serving requests including and excluding those
in the bundle. It should be noted that for these evaluations several NP − hard opti-
mization problems have to be solved. Hence, it is crucial to apply effective bundling
approaches as indicated in Gansterer and Hartl (2018a). We assume that carriers only
bid on bundles that meet with their capacity restrictions (i.e., their maximum tour
lengths).

4.4 Winner determination

Based on the bids, the auctioneer has to perform the allocation of bundles to bidders
such that the total collaboration profit is maximized. This is generally denoted as
the winner determination problem. We formulate this problem as a set partitioning
problem. Alternative approaches would be to assume set packing (Pekeč and Rothkopf
2003) or set covering (Buer and Pankratz 2010) formulations. Themathematicalmodel
used in our framework is formulated in Gansterer et al. (2020b) and is solved to
optimality after collection of all bids.

4.5 Profit sharing

In order to share the total collaboration profit among participants, we apply the
approach proposed in Gansterer et al. (2020a). This method is based on the Shapley
Value concept in the sense that it weights the share according to individual contribu-
tions. However, these contributions are derived from bids revealed during the auction
process. It should be noted that the exchange of requests is only performed if it yields
a positive collaboration profit. Further details can be found in Gansterer et al. (2020a).

5 Computational study

In our computational study, we use publicly available instances presented in Gansterer
et al. (2020a).1 In these instances, we consider different degrees of carrier competition
(high, medium, low) as suggested by Berger and Bierwirth (2010). For this purpose,
different radii of customer distribution related to carrier depots are reflected. There
are 3 types of instances depending on the degree of customer area overlaps (O1_xx,
O2_xx, O3_xx). Note that competition depends on the overlap of customer regions.
In scenarios, where customers regions are strongly overlapping, carriers can easily
integrate customers (initially served by other carriers) into existing tours. Thus, the
level of competition is known to be high. If customer regions are disjunct, however,
integration of other player’s customers might be costly. For each instance, we generate
equidistant carrier depots with a distance of 200. Requests are randomly generated
within a radius of 150 (O1), 200 (O2), and 300 (O3). Each carrier initially holds 15

1 http://prolog.univie.ac.at/research/BundlingInst/Bundling_instances.zip.
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Fig. 4 Matrix of 4 possible
combinations: both the carrier of
interest (C1) and the set of
remaining carriers (CR) can
either cooperate (c) or decline
(d)

requests. We present 20 instances for each scenario. All experiments are coded in C++
and executed single threaded on an Intel Core i5-3570 3.4GHz computer.

We use these test instances to numerically analyze the impact of carriers’ behavior
in the first phase of the auction mechanism described in Sect. 4. For this purpose,
we select one of the carriers, the carrier of interest (C1), and analyze her individual
situation depending on the behavior of the set of remaining carriers (CR). Both C1 and
CR can either cooperate (c), that is to offer requests based on the jointly established
selection method grid, or decline (d), which they do by offering only unprofitable
requests for trading, selected by applying rule marginal profit. All combinations (cc,
dc, dc, dd) are depicted in Fig. 4.

In our computational study we analyze whether the profit gain of C1 is positively
or negatively affected by the behavior of CR. It should be noted that we exclude sce-
nario dd, where all players decline, since this reflects a situation where all requests
are selected based on marginal profits only. It has already been shown in Gansterer
and Hartl (2016) that such a situation reduces total collaboration profits considerably.
Hence, it is obvious that all players would be negatively affected in this setting. Results
for scenarios cc, dc, and cd are presented in Table 1. We provide individual collabo-
ration profits of C1 (ωC1) and CR (ωCR), which are the sum of post-auction profits of
all carriers compared to the sum of profits before entering the collaboration. However,
even more relevant for our analysis is C1’s share of the total collaboration profit Ω ,
denoted as SC1 and calculated as

SC1 = ωC1

Ω
, (2)

where ωC1 gives the difference in C1’s profit before and after the auctioning process.
The results show that, generally, collaboration profits increase with the degree of

competition. Recall that O1 contains all instances with a low level of competition (i.e.,
only loosely overlapping customer areas), while O3 indicates that customer areas
are strongly overlapping and therefore competition is high. O2 reflects an in-between
situation. This finding, however, is not surprising and supports results already reported
in Gansterer and Hartl (2018a).
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Table 1 Average results for all
instance sets and strategies of
carriers C1 and CR (see Fig. 4).
We report C1’s and CR’s
individual collaboration profits
(ωC1,ωCR )

Instance Scenario ωC1 ωCR ΔSC1

O1 cc 27 51 –

O1 dc 26 49 −5.22%

O1 cd 31 51 8.44%

O2 cc 103 199 –

O2 dc 88 176 −3.33%

O2 cd 91 186 5.41 %

O3 cc 177 388 –

O3 dc 181 370 −1.12%

O3 cd 188 389 4.98%

All cc 102 212 –

All dc 98 208 −3.28%

All cd 103 199 6.32%

ΔSC1 gives C1’s percentage increase or loss in relative collaboration
profit compared to strategy cc, where all carriers follow the jointly
established selection rule

Fig. 5 Difference between high and low competition situations. If competition is low (left part) only very
few requests are attractive for competitors (e.g., A1), while in case of high competition (right part), every
request can be easily handled by the collaboration partner (e.g., B2)

Comparing SC1 provides very interesting results. We observe that C1’s share of
Ω is reduced by up to 5.22% if she deviates from the jointly established selection
rule, while the other carriers (CR) play cooperatively (scenario dc). This effect is
particularly high, in instance set O1 and decreases with increasing competition. This
can be explained by the fact that in situations with a low degree of competition,
deviating from selection grid leads with high probability to offered requests that are
unattractive to collaboration partners. In situations with a high degree of competition,
however, even requests selected by rule marginal profit might be rather attractive for
competitors. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.

Additionally, we observe that C1 profits from stayingwith selection rule grid in case
all other players change to marginal profit, that is C1 cooperates while CR declines
(scenario cd). It is surprising to see that in this case C1 yields an even higher share
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(SC1) than in the scenario where all player cooperate (scenario cc). This effect is
maximized in case of low competition (8.44% increase if SC1) and decreases with a
decrease of competition (5.41% and 4.98% for O2 and O3, respectively).

Again, this can be explained by the fact that the effect of offering unattractive
requests is particularly strong if customer areas are not strongly overlapping. These
findings are supported by the numbers reported in column ωC1. In order to maximize
ωC1 in scenarios O1 and O2, carrier C1 should not deviate from the cooperative
strategy. However, in scenario O3, the best strategy is less obvious. While the share
of the total collaboration profit ΔSC1 decreases if carrier C1 deviates, the absolute
individual profit increases ωC1. This can be explained by the fact that in the high
competition scenario O3, requests selected by marginal profits might still be valuable
for other players.

In conclusion, the results show very clearly that carriers do not face a Prisoners’
Dilemma. Independently from CR’s decision, C1 profits from playing cooperatively
and selecting requests according to the jointly established rule grid. Surprisingly,
we observe that C1’s share SC1 is maximized if CR deviates, while C1 stays with
the commonly established rule. This is an important and insightful finding, since it
further strengthens the practical applicability of auction-based trading mechanisms in
collaborative transportation.While mutual trust seems to be one of the major obstacles
to establish collaborations, Gansterer and Hartl (2018a) showed that carriers do not
necessarily profit from untruthfulness in the auction’s bidding phase. The present
study extends this finding by showing that even in the selection phase, carriers do not
increase individual profit shares by deviating from agreements.

6 Conclusion

We investigated the selection phase in auction-based transport collaborations. While
the literature has focused on incentive compatibility of such systems, little is known
about whether carriers entering such collaborations have incentives to deviate from
commonly agreed rules in early phases of the auction.

We used a combinatorial auction-based mechanism in order to investigate whether
collaboration partners are facing a Prisoners’ Dilemma. While we could show that a
Prisoners’ Dilemma can be constructed, our computational study revealed the oppo-
site. We could show that independently from coalition partners’ behavior, participants
reduce their share of gained collaboration profits if they deviate from the jointly agreed
selection rule. This is an important and insightful finding, since it further strengthens
the practical applicability of auction-based trading mechanisms in collaborative trans-
portation.

Obviously, this finding depends on the applied profit sharing mechanism. If profits
are not shared based on carriers’ individual contribution to the overall collaboration
profit, the effect might be reduced. Also, the number of participating carriers might
play a crucial role. If several carriers apply a cooperative selection rule and by this
generate a considerable total collaboration gain, a smaller subset of participants might
benefit from deviating from the common agreement. These dependencies on profit
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sharing mechanisms and coalition sizes raise several relevant research question worth
investigating.
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